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FIRST LEVEL HEADING

Please lay out your article using the section headings and example objects below, and remember to delete all help text
prior to submitting your article to the journal.
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Second Level Heading

If data, scripts, or other artifacts used to generate the analyses presented in the article are available via a publicly
available data repository, please include a reference to the location of the material within the article.
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as well as on one that is not numbered
e i π = −1
We can also have multiline expressions, as shown next:
x1

=

[w (1, 2) + w (1, 2)x 2 ] + [w (1, 3) + w (1, 3)x 3 ] + [w (1, 4) + w (1, 4)x 4 ]
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3 [1 + x 2 ] + 3 [1 + x 3 ] + 3 [1 + x 4 ].

Below we display a transition matrix A:
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Adding Citations and a References List

Please use a .bib file to store your references. Just remember to specify the filename of the .bib.
Citations should use the reference list style provided in the abbrv_networks.bst file. You can then cite entries from
it, like this: [1].
Additional work is found in the books [2, 9], works appearing as book chapters [6, 8], articles in proceedings [3, 7],
technical reports [4], and in theses [5, 10].
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Third Level Heading

Figures and tables are numbered with Arabic numerals and are placed near their occurrence in the text of the article.
Figures should contain a caption displayed underneath. Tables should be self-contained and complement, but not
duplicate, information contained in the text. They should be not be provided as images. Legends should be concise but
comprehensive. The table, legend, and footnotes must be understandable without reference to the text.
Appendices will be placed after the references.

FIGURE 1

A sample figure.
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This is a table.
JKL (n = 30)

Control (n = 40)

Age at testing

38

Age at testing

Variables

MN

t (68)

58

504.48

58 ms

38

58

504.48

58 ms

Age at testing

38

58

504.48

58 ms

Age at testing

38

58

504.48

58 ms

Age at testing

38

58

504.48

58 ms

Age at testing

38

58

504.48

58 ms

stop alternating row colors from here onwards

JKL, just keep laughing; MN, merry noise.

Fourth Level Heading
Here are examples of a quote
The significant problems we have cannot be solved at the same level of thinking with which we created them.
and an epigraph
Anyone who has never made a mistake has never tried anything new.
Albert Einstein
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